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Austrian „Ersatz“ Bayonets for various rifles, made by the firm 
Schmidt, emergency production in 1.World War. 

Andy Blazicek, 2016. 
 
In various literature in last period (decade) were presented some emergency „ersatz“ bayonets 
of Austrian-Ugrian empire, produced by firm Schmidt for various rifles in timeframe of 
1914-1917.  
I personally dont have or known of older sources as is the book of czech authors 
Jan Šmíd, Petr Moudrý: Bodáky habsburské monarchie 1683-1918. (Bayonets - Habsburg 
monarchy 1683-1918), printed by ArsArm, Praha 1994, where are these bayonets pictured. 
Already a old book, but the pieces presented there are mostly bayonets of Prague military 
museum, and were described correctly in the book, only minus is, the pieces are not presented 
by photos only by drawing in black white format. 
Since late 90.-ies of XX.century on collector market appeared some reproductions of the 
emergency bayonets, as these could be made very easy in comparation with normal knife 
bayonets as are models M1888 or M1895 for Mannlicher rifles. 
 

1.Ersatz socket bayonet made by Schmidt for Werndl rifles 
M1867, M1867/77, M1873 and M1873/77. 

 
Easy twist wire production, without additional locking device by attaching on rifle barell, 
described in book of J.Šmíd, P.Moudrý:„Bayonets - Habsburg monarchy 1683-1918“ on 
pages 216,7 as bayonet Nr.101.  There is mentioned in text, „on some pieces are stamped 
maker SCHMIDT and his trade mark a  simplyfied revolver picture“. 
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In the book of David Machnicki:„To the Hilt –The austrian bayonet.“  printed in USA 2011, 
on page 188 is presented a similar piece with maker name SCHMIDT realised by single dies 
of modern font for each letter and the logo of revolver is realised by horizontal positioned 
lower case letter f. From my opinion is the piece in reality a reproduction piece. 
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I observed a similar reproduction piece in Ch.W. austrian collection in late 2015. The bayonet 
is pictured on next photo in top position, under it is an original austrian ersatz socket bayonet 
for russian M1891 rifle made in Wiener Arsenal and 2 reproductions of ersatz bayonet for 
Mannlicher M1895 rifle and for M90 cavalry carbine. Both last pieces have faked maker 
marking, „OEWG“ on the ersatz M1895 piece and „E.A.IX“ on M1890 carbine socket 
bayonet. All reproduction bayonets were chemically rusted and later cleaned, restored and 
patinated, probably it was done in late 90.-ies or early 200x in Hungary, Poland or Czech 
Republic, as all here mentioned pieces were buyed by collectors in the area of middle Europe. 
 
 

 

 
 
Note on both pieces similar chemically rusted and cleaned surface and the E.A.IX maker 
stamp realised by single dies and very thin material of locking ring of socket. 
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2.Ersatz bayonet made by Schmidt for russian Mosin M1891 rifle, 
modification without locking ring. 

 
Real piece is described in book of J.Šmíd,P.Moudrý:„Bayonets - Habsburg monarchy 1683-
1918“, on pages 242,3 as Nr.114. Note the one die maker name stamp and the revolver or 
short gun trade mark. 
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In the book of D. Machnicki:„To the Hilt –The austrian bayonet“ on page 192 is presented 
a similar piece with maker stamp realised by single dies for each letter and wrongly 
gramatical stamped in form of „SCHMITD“, with changed last 2 letters in name, the logo of 
revolver is realised by horizontal positioned lower case letter f. From my opinion is the piece   
a reproduction bayonet of same area. All similar bayonets were patinated to look old. 
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In a new printed book of russian authors Andrej Danko, Konstantin Lykov:„ Bayonets for 
rifles and carbines of S.I.Mosin 1891-1945“ (Андрей Данько,Константин Лыков: 
Штыки к винтовкам и карабинам С.И.Мосина 1891 - 1945 гг.) on page 91 is presented 
similar ersatz bayonet, unfortunally probably too a reproduction, most real from well known 
K.H.Wrobel collection. Note the gramatically wrong stamped maker name realised by single 
letters. 
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Same as in other new book of russian author Evgenij Barsukov:„Bayonet of Mosin rifle“  
(Евгений Барсуков: Штык винтовки Мосина) printed 2015 in Russia, is the similar piece 
presented on page 89, where is possible, the piece is probably from D. Machnicki collection, 
that was saled out few years ago after printing his book. 
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3.Ersatz socket bayonet made by Schmidt for russian Mosin 
M1891 rifle, modification with locking ring on socket. 

 
Real piece is described on pages 244,5 of book J.Šmíd,P.Moudrý:„Bayonets - Habsburg 
monarchy 1683-1918“, as Nr.115. Note the one die maker name stamp and the revolver or 
short gun trade mark. 
 

 
 
Here a detail picture of piece of K.H.Wrobel collection, where is the maker name wrongly 
gramatically stamped with changed last 2 letters of maker name and a horizontal „f“ instead 
of revolver logo. 
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In the book of D. Machnicki:„To the Hilt –The austrian bayonet“ on page 193 is presented 
a similar piece only with missing locking ring of socket and with maker stamp realised by 
single dies for each letter and here correctly gramatical stamped in form of Schmidt, the logo 
of revolver is realised by horizontal positioned lower case letter f. My personal opinion is the 
piece is a reproduction. Leather scabbard is possible reprodution or fake stamped too. 
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Same as in the new book of  Evgenij Barsukov: „Bayonet of Mosin rifle“ (Е. Барсуков: 
Штык винтовки Мосина) is the same piece presented on page 88, where is 100% 
confirmed, the piece is from D. Machnicki collection, that is pictured above. Note the same 
number and date on leather scabbard too. 
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In a new 2015 printed book of russian authors A.Danko,K.Lykov:„Bayonets for rifles and 
carbines of S.I.Mosin 1891-1945“ on page 159, is presented similar bayonet, unfortunally too 
a reproduction, most probably from well known K.H.Wrobel collection. Note the wrong 
spelled name of maker in the description in lower part of picture. 
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K.H.Wrobel a well known author of  various books about russian and soviet Mosin Nagant 
M1891 rifles „Drei Linien - Die Gewehre Mosin Nagant“ (3 lines-Rifles of Mosin 
Nagant),first printed in 1999 in Germany, sent me his bayonets photos for comparation 
already in 2006. The three bayonets on the next picture are mostly reproductions. The upper 
one is a Leningrad siege Mosin M91 bayonet, second a twist ersatz socket austrian bayonet 
without locking ring, and the last a ersatz socket bayonet for M91 rifle with locking ring on 
socket. I assume the bayonets were published in his books about Mosin 91 rifles, but i 
unfortunally dont have the books for comparation. 
 

 
 
 
I observed a similar reproduction pieces in Ch.W. austrian collection in 2015. The 2 bayonets 
in upper position are wrong name maker stamped „SCHMITD“  and lower one is without any 
maker stamps. Is possible the error in name was done for clear identify the reproductions from 
real pieces? Anyway exist too samples with corect stamped maker names.  
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There exist pieces of same source and same modell, some with shorter blade, maker stamped 
with Wiener Arsenal faked stamp „E.A.IX .“ The locking ring is of very thin construction and 
on some pieces looks like not fullended socket. On many of these reproductions are the basic 
dimmensions different and mostly they could be not attached on real rifles. Same as the 
patination process was not realised by all. 
 

 
 
Real piece with correct maker stamp SCHMIDT was found some weeks ago on german 
Militaria forum, where a austrian collector presented a rare ersatz bayonet for strange rifle. 
The maker name is realised by one die stamp and is very small to compare with the other 
presented maker stamps on reproductions here, the revolver or short gun logo is very well 
made and stamped clearly in same position as described in J.Šmíd, P.Moudrý book. 
  

 
 
 I assume, so should looks out, the real pieces of ersatz bayonets with maker markings 
„SCHMIDT“ and with the firm logo. 
 
The partly above, in text copied pages from various books, were used only for presentation of 
the real pieces printed already in books about bayonets, of which some are declared there 
wrongly as originals!   
I asked  for the writen permission of the authors, to use here the scans of some pages of their books 
and i have got it from Jan Šmíd, Petr Moudrý, David Machnicki, Andrej Danko, Konstantin Lykov 
and Evgenij Barsukov to this time.  
When i will not get the permission, so i will remove the pictures of copied pages and only mention, 
where are the reproduction bayonets in the books presented. Article its not destined for printing in a 
book, only for presentation on some bayonets collector forums in internet.I hope it helps the collecting 
community to spare money for problematic bayonet pieces. Thanks for understanding. 


